2018-05-07 Infra-WG Meeting

Date
07 May 2018

Meeting Canceled due to attendance

Agenda:
1. LaaS Update
2. New Releng PTL
3. New Meeting Chair
4. Update Global Jira Permissions Aric Gardner
5. apt-cacher-ng as a repo proxy
6. <add me>

Action Items:
- Assist Yang (Gabriel) Yu/Test WG with the initial setup needed for Long Duration Test, Fatih Degirmenci
- Consolidate the feedback collected for Pharos 2.0, incorporate the use cases from the industry and present it to community (ONS Session), Julien, Jack Morgan
- Investigate configuring the default path for Jenkins consistently/globally Trevor Bramwell

Ongoing Items:
- Document how to control commit gating in CI evolution Fatih Degirmenci
- Document how to build an OPNFV Pharos lab Julien